Genetic analysis of the transfer region of the IncN plasmid N3.
Using lambda::Tn5 insertion mutagenesis and screening for conjugation, the boundaries of the IncN plasmid N3 transfer region were determined. Sensitivity to phage IKe infection was used to monitor that part of the N3 transfer region which harbours genes for pilus synthesis and assembly. We cloned this region, creating plasmid pBG21. Escherichia coli cells transformed with pBG21 became sensitive to phage IKe and produced pili, as shown by electron microscopy. Various plasmid constructions containing parts of the pilus-encoding region were used for expression in a minicell system and for expression in an in vitro translation system, thus characterizing for the first time some of the gene products of domain I (Winans and Walker, 1985a) of the transfer region.